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Abstract
The work is devoted to the approach development and investigation of the network security
providing based on Traffic Engineering Fast ReRoute with support of Traffic Policing. The
corresponding flow-based mathematical model has been developed where the technological
task of secure fast rerouting was presented in the form of a linear programming problem. The
novelty of the proposed model is the modification of load balancing conditions and bandwidth
protection during fast rerouting, which in addition to the Quality of Service, also considers the
probability of compromising the link as an indicator of network security. The routing solutions
obtained within the proposed model are aimed at reducing the overload of communication links
with a high probability of compromising by redistributing traffic for transmission through more
secure network links. The advantage of the proposed solution is that in the conditions of
congestion the load balancing is realized on the principles of Traffic Engineering and, if
necessary, differentiated limitation of the load entering the network. An additional advantage
of the proposed optimization model is its linearity, which focuses on the low computational
complexity of the corresponding protocol implementation in practice. Numerical research of
the Secure TE-FRR-TP model has confirmed the adequacy and efficiency of routing solutions
made on its basis, both in terms of ensuring network security, resilience, and load balancing
with traffic policing based on priorities.
Keywords 1
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1. Introduction
In modern conditions of information society development, more and more attention is paid to the
development of network (telecommunication) technologies in improving the Quality of Service (QoS),
Quality of Reliability (QoR), and network security in terms of Quality of Protection (QoP) [1–3]. The
same network means, mechanisms and protocols are often connected to the solution of such tasks.
According to the results of research on a promising trend in telecommunications, it is the improvement
of routing protocols, which contribute to the creation of functionality and provide a full-fledged means
of ensuring service quality, resilience, and security [4–10]. The most effective way to improve routing
protocols is to review the mathematical models and computational methods (algorithms) on which they
are based [11–13].
Owing to software modifications and settings, modern protocol solutions have long gone beyond the
rather limited functionality of combinatorial algorithms (Dijkstra and Bellman-Ford) to find the shortest
path on the graph [14]. Therefore, modern protocols even support multipath and fault-tolerant routing
with load balancing, mainly on paths with equal cost metrics [15]. However, the future of routing
protocols is seen by many scientists [11–14, 16–18] in the use of flow-based mathematical models and
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optimization methods for route calculation and load balancing. Within the framework of flow-based
solutions, additional opportunities are opened for providing QoS simultaneously on several indicators,
full implementation of fault-tolerance functions with the protection of structural elements of the
network and its bandwidth [11–17], as well as secure routing [13, 19–22]. Therefore, the task of
supporting these important functionalities within a single mathematical model, which would take into
account aspects of Quality of Service based on load balancing, resilience, and network security, is
gaining relevance.

2. Flow-based Model of the Network Security Providing based on Traffic
Engineering Fast ReRoute with Support of Policing
In this work, the approach of the network security providing based on Traffic Engineering Fast
ReRoute with support of Traffic Policing (Secure TE-FRR-TP) is presented that is a further
development of the models proposed in [23–26]. The following parameters are introduced into the
corresponding flow-based model:

G  ( R, E )
R  {Ri ; i  1, m}

graph describing the network structure;
set of nodes (network routers);

E  {Ei , j ; i, j  1, m; i  j}

set of edges (network links);

Ri  { R j : E j ,i  E; j  1, m; i  j }

subset of routers incident to the Ri router;

i, j

link capacity;

K
xik, j

set of flows circulating in the network ( k  K );
control variables that determine the fraction of intensity of
the kth flow in the link Ei , j of the primary path;

xik, j

control variables that determine the fraction of intensity of
the kth flow in the link Ei , j of the backup path;

k

proportion of the intensity of the kth flow that receives a
denial of service when using the primary path;
proportion of the intensity of the kth flow that receives a
denial of service when using the backup path;
source node;
destination node;

k
sk

dk

pi , j

average intensity (packet rate) of the kth flow in packets per
second (1/s);
control variables that represent the upper bound values of
routing variables of the primary and backup paths;
control variable that numerically determines the upper bound
of the network links utilization;
threshold of the upper bound of the network links utilization;
probability of link Ei , j compromise;

vi, j

weighting coefficients related to the probability of link Ei , j

k
uik, j


TH

wk  PR  1
k

wk  PR k  0.5
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compromise;
weighting coefficients based on the priority of the kth flow
( PR k ) transmitted over the primary path;
weighting coefficients based on the priority of the kth flow
( PR k ) transmitted over the backup path.

The result of solving the technical task of network security providing based on Traffic Engineering
Fast ReRoute with support of policing is a calculation of two types of routing variables xik, j and xik, j
for the primary or backup path. When the multipath strategy is used for routing variables of both types,
the following constraints implied on them [24, 26]
0  xik, j  1 and 0  xik, j  1 .
(1)
The flow conservation conditions aimed at ensuring the connectivity of the calculated primary and
backup multipath also should be met [23]:

  xik, j   x kj ,i  0;k  K , Ri  sk , d k ;
j:E j ,i E
 j:Ei , j E

k
k
k
(2)
  xi , j   x j ,i  1   ;k  K , Ri  sk ;
j:E j ,i E
 j:Ei , j E

k
k
k
  xi , j   x j ,i    1;k  K , Ri  d k ;
j:E j ,i E
 j:Ei , j E

  xik, j   x jk,i  0;k  K , Ri  sk , d k ;
j:E j ,i E
 j:Ei , j E

k
k
k
(3)
  xi , j   x j ,i  1   ;k  K , Ri  sk ;
j:E j ,i E
 j:Ei , j E

k
k
k
  xi , j   x j ,i    1;k  K , Ri  d k .
j
:
E

E
j
:
E

E
j ,i
 i , j
During the process of fast rerouting, the link Ei, j  E protection scheme under multipath routing
strategy over the backup multipath, the following condition is used [23, 25]:
0  xik, j  ik, j ,

(4)

where
0, when protecting the link Ei , j ;
ik, j  
(5)
1, otherwise .
Linear conditions (4) and (5) are needed to guarantee that the protected link Ei, j  E will not be

included in the backup path.
In the case of the node Ri  R protection, conditions (4) and (5) are used for protecting the adjacent
links to this node [23], namely:
(6)
0  xik, j   ik, j under R j  Ri , j  1, m
where ik, j are determined according to (5).
Within the presented approach of the network security providing based on Traffic Engineering Fast
ReRoute with support of Traffic Policing, the model proposes to introduce the following modified
conditions for preventing overloading in order to provide both load balancing and network security
under the parameter of the probability of the network link compromising [26]:
k
k
   u i , j   vi , j  i , j , E i , j  E ,
(7)
kK

where
xik, j  uik, j and xik, j  uik, j ,

(8)

0  uik, j  1 ,

(9)

0    TH .

(10)
It should be noted that TH is determined by the QoS level requirements for the network. Moreover,
the novelty of the approach is the introduction in conditions (11) the vi , j coefficients, the boundaries
of which are following [24, 26]:
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0, if pi, j  1;
vi, j  
(11)
1, if pi, j  0.
With the increase of the probability of link compromise pi , j from 0 to 1, the weighting coefficient
vi , j should decrease from 1 to 0. Different variants of the functional representation of the dependence

v  f ( p) that meet the conditions (11). The simplest case is linear functional dependence [24, 26]:
vi , j  1  pi , j .
(12)
Using the conditions (7) ensures that the separate link utilization is determined by the probability of
its compromising.
In this work, as an example, the following power function is considered:
vi , j  1  pin, j ,
(13)
where n  1 [26].
As can be seen from Fig. 1, increasing the parameter n in (13) reduces the sensitivity of the load
balancing to the threat to network security [26].

Figure 1: Models of functional dependence of weighting coefficient on the probability of compromise
As an optimality criterion of the problem solution of the network security providing based on the
Traffic Engineering Fast ReRoute with support of policing the following function has been selected:
J   wk k   wk   k  c    min
kK

(14)

kK

under condition

wk  wk  w p  w p 
k

с,

(15)
p

where the priority PR of the kth flow must be higher than the priority PR of the pth flow and
c  0.25 .
As priority values, 3 bits of IP precedence in the IP packet header can be used within the range from
0 to 7, as well as DSCP (Differentiated Services Code Point) values that vary from 0 to 63 [23].
Taking all into account, the optimality criterion (14) aimed at minimizing the conditional costs of
the consistent solution of the FRR, TE, and TP technological tasks. However, conditions (7)-(11) and
(13) are responsible for the load balancing the packet flows over the network links with minimum
probability of compromise.
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Also, should be noted that the first term in (14) determines the conditional cost of denials to maintain
flows being transmitted through the primary paths. The second term is the cost of denials of servicing
the flows being transmitted in the backup paths. While the third term is a weighted upper bound of the
network link utilization.

3. Numerical Research of the Mathematical Model of Secure TE-FRR-TP
The analysis of the proposed approach and corresponding mathematical model of Secure TE-FRRTP has been conducted on several network configurations for the multiple flows case with different
priorities. Therefore, the main features of the model are explained in the network example shown in
Fig. 2. The input data for numerical research such as link capacities and their probabilities of
compromise are presented in Table 1.
Let us provide a solution of the Secure TE-FRR-TP for the case of two flows transmission using the
scheme of link E11,12 protection. Assume the following flows characteristics:

R1 is the source node, R16 is the destination node, flow intensity is changing within the range

1  10  1100 1/s, PR1  4 is flow priority;

R5 – source node, R12 is the destination node, flow intensity is changing within the range
 2  10  1100 1/s, PR 2  1 is flow priority.
For the presented example, suppose that the threshold of the upper bound of the network links
utilization is TH =0.65 and power function is vi , j  1  pi2, j , where n  2 .

1

R1

R2
1200

R4

2

950

R5

400

R7

R3
400

R6
600

R8

R9

R15
800

R12

R11
700

R14
500

300

R10

R13

950

R16

1

1000

2
Figure 2: Network structure for numerical research
As can be seen from the results of the research presented in Fig. 3, with the increase of the network
load, the upper bound of the network link utilization also gradually increased. The absence of sharp
fluctuations in the values  (Fig. 3) has a positive effect on the whole network QoS. Under these
conditions, at low network load, when 1  750 1/s and  2  590 1/s, the fulfillment of condition
0    TH (10) did not cause a limitation of the intensity of the flow at the network edge and

1  1  2   2  0 (Figure 3).
Table 1
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Input data for investigation the network security approach based on Traffic Engineering Fast ReRoute
with support of Traffic Policing
Probability of
Probability of
Network Link
Capacity, 1/s Compromise, Network Link
Capacity, 1/s Compromise,
pi,j
pi,j
1200
0.2
500
0.4
E1,2
E7,10
E2,3
950
0.5
E8,11
400
0.2
E1,4
800
0.3
E9,12
800
0.5
E2,5
900
0.4
E10,11
700
0.3
E3,14
700
0.1
E11,12
950
0.2
E5,4
400
0.5
E3,13
400
0.1
E5,6
600
0.2
E13,14
500
0.3
E4,7
700
0.2
E6,14
500
0.4
E5,8
500
0.1
E14,15
900
0.2
E6,9
800
0.4
E9,15
800
0.5
E7,11
300
0.1
E15,16
1100
0.3
E8,9
300
0.3
E12,16
1000
0.2

Figure 3: Dependence the upper bound of the network links utilization from the transmitted flows
intensities
However, with excessive load on the network, condition (10) was met in a way when    TH
(Fig. 3) by limiting the intensities of flows that transmitted over both the primary and backup multipath.
According to Figures 3-7, traffic limitation for transmitted flows were based on the following principles:

The limitation was applied to the flow that was the source of overload under condition (10);

If the overload was created by several flows, the limitation primarily concerned the flow with
lower priority in accordance with condition (15);

Load balancing was performed consistent with condition (7) so that communication links with
a lower probability of compromising were loaded more than less secure links.
Therefore, the study showed that with these initial data (Table 1), the first (high-priority) packet
flow during the use of the primary multipath was the least limited in its intensity. In support of the
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above principles, the first flow was limited in the event that it created an overload of links that were
part of both the primary and the backup multipath (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

Figure 4: The solution of the Secure TE-FRR-TP problem for the first flow of packets (primary path)

Figure 5: The solution of the Secure TE-FRR-TP problem for the first flow of packets (backup path)
However, earlier than all and with greater intensity, the second (low-priority) flow was limited when
using the backup multipath (Fig. 6). Somewhat later and with less intensity, the second flow was limited
when using the primary multipath (Fig. 7).
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Figure 6: The solution of the Secure TE-FRR-TP problem for the second flow of packets (backup path)

Figure 7: The solution of the Secure TE-FRR-TP problem for the second flow of packets (primary path)

4. Conclusion
In modern telecommunication networks, the operation of protocols is aimed at achieving a high level
of Quality of Service, resilience, and security. Therefore, an important scientific and applied task is the
adaptation of promising solutions for fault-tolerant routing (fast rerouting) with load balancing to the
requirements of network security. Thus, the relevant problem is formulated and solved in the work,
which is related to the development of a flow-based model of the network security providing based on
Traffic Engineering Fast ReRoute with support of Policing, namely Secure TE-FRR-TP. Within this
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model, the problem of secure fast rerouting was presented in the form of a linear programming problem
when the criterion was condition (14), and the constraints were expressions (1)–(11), (13), and (15).
The novelty of the proposed model is the modification of load balancing conditions and bandwidth
protection during fast rerouting (7), which in addition to the Quality of Service, also considers the
probability of compromising the link as an indicator of network security. The routing solutions obtained
within the proposed model are aimed at reducing the overload of communication links with a high
probability of compromising by redistributing traffic for transmission through more secure network
links.
However, it should be borne in mind that the proposed solution is a compromise in solving the tasks
of ensuring the Quality of Service, on the one hand, and improving fault-tolerance and network security,
on the other. Implementation of schemes for the protection of structural elements of the network and its
bandwidth requires the introduction of redundancy in the use (reservation) of network resources. Taking
into account the network security indicators within the model (1)–(15) also leads to underloading of the
most insecure communication links according to their probability of compromise. Because network
resources are always limited, these measures can lead to network overload, which is accompanied by a
limit on the load at its edge. The advantage of the proposed solution is that in the conditions of
congestion the load balancing is realized on the principles of TE and, if necessary, differentiated
limitation of the load entering the network, according to the values of IP-priority and packet flow
intensity. An additional advantage of the proposed optimization model Secure TE-FRR-TP is its
linearity, which focuses on the low computational complexity of its protocol implementation in practice.
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